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A systematic approach to education ensures that the organisation's course development efforts produce consistent results. This includes using a structured approach to analyse needs, design draft categories, develop course content and materials, deliver teaching and assess success. Ensuring that training meets the real needs of the target audience requires comprehensive
planning and organisation. Adapting learning goals to the company's strategic goals enables employees to be trained to improve their work performance and deliver a positive business impact. Adopting a systematic approach to training typically requires the creation of a training organisation for human resources, whose task is to ensure that employees have access to the
necessary courses and career development opportunities. It typically uses formal learning management system software, such as Saba, Capterra, or Moodle, to manage course lists. A systematic approach to education involves evaluating students' skills and information before and after training in order to facilitate the calculation of return on investment and to confirm the
effectiveness of education. This approach allows your organization to centralize management, automate repetitive actions, provide self-service guidance to users, deliver self-service content continuously, support standards such as the object reference model for shared content, and allow users to create custom development plans. By analysing work performance to isolate skills
and skills gaps, trainers locate the organisation's actual training needs instead of simply responding to training requests. They also base their decisions on, for example, the high number of product defects, low customer satisfaction or the increasing operating costs of employee errors. The first step is to assess training needs. Observing employees at work, interviewing
supervisors and asking expert employees what they need to know to perform their tasks, training professionals to further identify which topics and activities should be included in courses. At this stage, education professionals recognise when training should take place and who should participate. The planning of trainings usually involves defining learning objectives and teaching
objectives. This helps trainers shape the outline of the course and supports exercises and testing. They then draw up a project plan that describes the tasks, resources, and time commitments needed to produce the training course. This information allows sponsors and stakeholders to approve or amend the plan and allocate funding. critical elements of the provision include
scheduling courses, inviting eligible staff, organising training, monitoring participation and responding to events. Post-training performance monitoring ensures that: produces the desired results. Follow-up studies with tools like Zoomerang or SurveyMonkey provide valuable feedback to education professionals that they use to systematically improve educational content. Problems
can be difficult to solve when we only know the problem and none of the steps to fix it. Sometimes it's even scarier to figure out what those steps are. This guide will help you take on any problem and figure out a plan to solve it and stay motivated when dealing with long-term issues. Some problems, such as fixing a broken computer, can be quite easy to solve if you have the right
knowledge. Others, such as finding out what you want to do with your life, can be very overwhelming because this answer is unique to you and takes time and experience to solve - not to mention several other complications. Nevertheless, you can find solutions to both simple and difficult problems by approaching them in a certain way. While this approach to problem solving is not
the only way, it is one way that I have found particularly effective. Here are the basic steps you need to take to go from problem to solution:Understand the problem so you know you're really focused on the real problem. Create a plan so that you can complete several steps to deliver. Keep yourself motivated so you don't give up or get frustrated when it takes some time to
successfully solve the problem. In this guide, we will go through each step in detail and use each step to solve the bizarre problem. Understand that ProblemG/O Media can get rewarded Understanding the problem is often the hardest step because it's easy to focus on the wrong part of the problem or look at the problem too broadly. For example, if you are sick, you may see the
problem as sick. You may be able to get more detailed information and say you feel congested. The congestion problem is more accurate and therefore slightly better than knowing the sick person, but it is a symptom that affects many different diseases and cannot reveal the exact problem. You may have flu, flu, seasonal allergies, etc., but this one information doesn't tell you
enough to be sure. The problem is that both illnesses and congestion seem like problems that you want to solve because they are the things that bother you, but by trying to solve either problem you basically take pictures in the dark. In order to understand the problem correctly and really try to solve it, you need to find out what the problem really is. You need to share the problem
in its simplest form. Let's take a look at another example. Stolen leg case: Part of IEdtend for a while that you lost your leg in a terrible accident and have been living with a prosthetic leg for the past few years. One day you'll be visited. a salesman who likes your deed of trust and provides Buy it. You don't want to sell it, so he's going to take advantage of your injury, knock you
down and steal your leg. The obvious problem is that you're missing a leg now, but it's a problem with a little specificity. Fortunately, this is an easy problem to understand because you know the reason: it was stolen by a traveling salesman. It also offers a simple solution: you need to find a seller to retrieve your missing prosthetic leg. It's an easy problem to distill because the
reason is obvious, but let's say it's not. What if your leg suddenly disappeared while you were asleep? You should look for clues. Maybe the culprit dropped the artifact along the way. Maybe someone saw him run out with his foot late at night and be able to identify him. Maybe the treads on the tread in his car were unusual and could lead to more information. No matter what the
clues are when you are trying to solve any problem, you need to look for as much information as possible so that you know you are focusing on the right one. If you wake up with a missing foot, you may quickly realize that someone stole it, but that clue isn't special enough to be very useful. That's just enough to help you find the right kind of clues. This is very similar to solving the
congestion problem. It may seem silly to draw correlations between solving a disease and solving the mystery of a stolen prosthesis – and in some ways it is – but the process is pretty much the same. If you're trying to figure out the root cause of the disease, you're just looking for clues and gathering information based on what you find. You may ask what other symptoms you have
until these symptoms indicate a specific disease. (Or you can go to the doctor because you don't want to mess with your health.) Regardless of the type of problem, the first thing you need to do is reduce it to its simplest and cleanest form so that you know exactly what you are dealing with. While doing this, you need to ask yourself questions to make sure you are focused on the
right one. Once you have the right and simplified problem, you can move on and put together a plan to solve it. Creating a PlanA problem is just a problem if you don't have the means to find a solution. You may know the result you're looking for, but if you don't have steps to get there, it's too far away. To get from point A to point B, you need a plan with a functional step. If you
want to figure out these steps, you need to ask yourself what is stopping you from moving forward, and make it step one. The first step opens the doors to other stages. Consider which steps will open more doors, add them to the plan and continue with it until you reach your solution. Things change when you go according to plan and you have to adapt, so it's best to keep your
plans a little open and try to incorporate steps that involve problems that you can anticipate. This is a little vague, so let's get back to our story. Stolen leg case: Part IIThe problem that needs to be solved is pretty clear: you've lost your prosthetic leg and you want to get it back. But then you stop mentally, of course, because you don't go very far on one foot. How do you get your
feet back? You know the result you want, but it seems impossible to achieve it. This is not because the travelling seller has a leg up, so to speak, but because you are looking at point A – your missing leg – and point B – to catch the seller and get the leg back. There's a lot of distance between these two points, whether you can't get there without some deliverable steps in
between. You need a plan. How do you put together a plan to get your leg back? You need to avoid thinking about the final outcome and more about the most pressing thing. If your leg is stolen and you're lying on the ground, what's the first thing you have to do? Get off the ground. After that? Call for help because you can't give chase too easily in your space. Solving a stolen leg
case might look like this: Use the chair you were sitting on to help you move inside so you can get to the phone. Call the police and report the theft. Call your friend to help you find the seller/foot thieve. Get your friends to take you to local hotels and motels to try to find out which vendor/foot thief to stay in the city. He's out of town after all, so he's going to have to stay somewhere
temporary. Wait for the seller/leg thief in his temporary apartment and get the leg. This plan has steps that work fine if you know the exact outcome. Once you know your outcome, you can outline such steps because you know exactly where you're going to end up. Technical problems in this way are uniformly simple, but when dealing with people, you do not have such
predictability. In general, there is a variable level of whimsy that you need to consider when outlining your solutions. If you don't tell me about the unexpected, your plan will eventually make itself useless. You obviously don't want this to happen. Keep yourself motivatedIf you end up with a useless plan, it's hard to stay motivated because you might think you've failed. You haven't,
but you've just fallen into a common trap of creating a plan that's not flexible enough to explain surprises along the way. Not only do you need to make your plans flexible, but you also want to try to plan surprises. You don't always know what they are, but you can make trained guesses and be a little more prepared to deal with things when they happen. This will help keep you
motivated to solve problems that take more time as these they won't be so destructive if you're ready for them. Re-elected is a little vague. Let's see how we can use these strategies to get our stolen leg back. Stolen leg case: Part IIISuppose check all hotels and motels in the city, but you can't find the seller. Queasy that you have received 100% honest information and he
certainly does not patronise any local accommodation, your plan will become useless. This is great because most of the issues you face throw you a few surprises and your plan needs to change. The important thing is that you recognize these surprises. In the case of a foot thief, your first instinct betrayed you and you need more information. At this point, you might be kicking
yourself – figuratively, of course – because you could have asked all your hotels for more information instead of just trying to find out if he had bought a room. If you had collected that information, you might have found out that someone saw him visit his favorite café. Then you could easily change your plan to visit a café, talk to a barista and find out that she lives with her old aunt,
who lives on the outskirts of town. With this information, you could visit her old aunt and catch her before she went off into the sunset with your prosthetic leg. It's a happy ending to the story, but let's say things didn't work out that well. We assume you're going to fail, and you're not going to get your leg back. The plan doesn't mean you'll end up getting what you want and always
succeeding. For this reason, it also helps explain the failure. In this case, you can buy another prosthetic footprint. It may not be the ideal outcome, but at least you can get a replacement – even if it's at your own expense. Knowing that you are not legless for too long can reduce the anxiety that comes from taking a risk. You know if you fail, you'll still be fine. Let's see what we just
did: First we figured out the problem: missing a leg, it was stolen by a travelling salesman, and we need to get the foot back. Secondly, we created a preliminary plan that began with the most urgent step opening the doors to new phases. We didn't know the outcome, so we had to speculate. Finally, since the outcome of our original plan was not confirmed, we modified the plan to
take into account possible surprises so that we could adapt to any new information we encountered along the way. We also planned to fail, so we knew everything would be fine. Following these steps is usually the easiest way to solve the problem. Of course, a stolen prosthetic leg is not the situation most of us face in our lives. Before we finish, let's take a look at a couple of
practical examples and how this process applies to them. A couple of more practical examples Since you're unlikely to find yourself hunting prosthetic leg thieves, we'll take a quick look solving a simple technical problem and a complex life problem. Breaking down a technical problemConting a broken computer that needs to be repaired. All you know is that the computer turns on
and makes a strange noise, but it refuses to turn on. You don't know anything else, but you still want to fix your computer. Most problems need to do a little research to find out what's really wrong. This is much more fun if you look at it like solving a mystery and use clues that you need to find until you have the answer you're looking for. If your computer is broken, consider what
you already know: the computer won't turn on and it will make a strange noise. In this case, you may not be detailed enough. How does the noise sound? In this example, it sounds like a click – almost like a ticking clock. Here, you can easily search the web for more information about broken computers that make click noise, and you will find that the broken component is most
likely a hard drive. Now you know the real problem: your hard drive is dead. Solution: it needs to be replaced. From here, you can move on and plan how to solve it. Your plan may look like this:Search the network for help replacing your hard disk. Buy a replacement hard drive. Install the replacement hard disk. Restore data to a new drive using a backup (because you are so
responsible and set up a great automatic backup plan before the drive dies). Easy! Solving a complex life problem Or problems that are less technical and cohesion in their solutions can be a little harder to figure out, but the process is the same. We assume that you have worked as a real estate agent for several years, but your real dream in life is to become a painter. It's a
particularly big change in your career, but your happiness is important to you and you're ready to try. Worst-case scenario, your problem is probably that you want to become a painter, but you don't know how. This is as vague as you can get, but it's not a bad clue at first. If you can't do something, ask someone who knows. While it is unlikely that you will not be able to seek the
advice of another painter or read their advice in a book or on the Internet, let's pretend that these options do not exist. If you only have yourself and need another hint, you can always look for a similar problem that you have solved before, even if you weren't going to solve it. While your experience as a real estate agent seems insignificant, it's not. You still had to get that job
somehow and maintain your position for several years. How did you do that? You had some information that made you look a little attractive to the employer and convinced them to take the risk. Over experience and success, making it easier to find work and make money as a real estate agent. If you want to work as a painter who is also a job, you need the same basics. In the
worst case scenario, the problem is that you are unemployed as a painter because you have no talent or experience. It's a real problem that you have to solve. How can we create a plan to make your dream of becoming a painter come true? We know that the problem is that you don't have the experience or talent to become a painter, so what is the most urgent need? You need
to get experience and talent. When you have these things, you need to use this experience and talent to find work and become more and more successful. Your plan may look like this: Take a night lesson in painting (learn digital painting for free at Lifehacker). Save money in the event of a problem. Practice until there are enough good paintings to create the portfolio. Use real
estate contacts to find already happy customers who may be interested in painting or wall mural. Get enough customers to stop working as a real estate agent. Try to make a living as a freelance painter. If things don't work, live on savings until they work or until another job is found. This is quite a basic plan, but that's the point. When you're in the process of identifying a problem
with your plan, you just want to get as specific as it takes to get ahead. If you're too specific, surprises often stumble. If you're not accurate enough, you don't know what to do next. The goal is to create steps that will keep you moving, but will not trap you when the situation changes. Being too narrow-minded with goals can make it easier to make the right choices. What makes a
person lucky? Often it's not as real happiness as a person's general... Read more Everything you really need to do to solve any problem is to distill it in its simplest form, create a plan consisting of steps to take to solve the problem, and make the plan flexible enough not to be discouraged. Doing these things may not make it easier to solve the problem, but it clarifies the unknown
and provides a way to actually achieve a solution. Do you have any good tricks to make problem solving easier? Let's hear them in the comments. Photos: Francesco Pappalardo, Aviya Serfaty, F Delventhal, Monica Arellano-Ongpin, keith011764, Dan Previte and Stephanie Watson. You can follow adam Dach, the author of this post, on Twitter and Facebook. If you want to
contact him, Twitter is the most effective way to do so. So.
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